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ABSTRACT Worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis of systems with data caches is one of the key
challenges in real-time systems. Caches exploit the inherent reuse properties of programs, temporarily
storing certain memory contents near the processor, in order that further accesses to such contents do
not require costly memory transfers. Current worst-case data cache analysis methods focus on specific
cache organizations (LRU, locked, ACDC, etc.). In this article, we analyze data reuse (in the worst case)
as a property of the program, and thus independent of the data cache. Our analysis method uses Abstract
Interpretation on the compiled program to extract, for each static load/store instruction, a linear expression
for the address pattern of its data accesses, according to the Loop Nest Data Reuse Theory. Each data access
expression is compared to that of prior (dominant) memory instructions to verify whether it presents a
guaranteed reuse. Our proposal manages references to scalars, arrays, and non-linear accesses, provides both
temporal and spatial reuse information, and does not require the exploration of explicit data access sequences.
As a proof of concept we analyze the TACLeBench benchmark suite, showing that most loads/stores present
data reuse, and how compiler optimizations affect it. Using a simple hit/miss estimation on our reuse results,
the time devoted to data accesses in the worst case is reduced to 27% compared to an always-miss system,
equivalent to a data hit ratio of 81%. With compiler optimization, such time is reduced to 6.5%.
INDEX TERMS Real-time, WCET, data-cache, data-reuse.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-time systems are increasingly present in industry and
daily life. We can find examples in many sectors including
avionics, robotics, automotive processes, manufacturing, and
air-traffic control. A real-time system consists of a number
of tasks with a required functionality. These tasks have to be
scheduled in a way that they meet their deadlines. To ensure
that this occurs, and hence that the system operates cor-
rectly, worst-case execution time (WCET) and schedulability
have to be analyzed. Most WCET analysis methods study
the execution flow of the program and its interaction with
the hardware, and then build an Integer Linear Program-
ing (ILP) model to solve the problem, either as a flow-based
problem [19] or a structure-based problem [3].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Kaitai Liang .
Analyzing the interactions between the program and the
hardware is perhaps the most complex part, since cur-
rent processors perform many operations with a variable
duration in order to improve performance. To mitigate
these time-predictability drawbacks of hardware, recent stud-
ies propose software-defined architectures [21]. Neverthe-
less, the memory hierarchy seems an unavoidable problem.
A memory hierarchy made up of one or more cache levels
takes advantage of program reuse and saves execution time
and energy consumption by delivering data and instructions
with an average latency of a few processor cycles instead
of requiring costly memory transfers. Most WCET studies
assume just one cache level, although some of them consider
a multi-level memory architecture [27].
There are many studies on the worst-case analysis of
instruction caches, but data cache analysis is much more
complex [20], [23]. This complexity can be seen in common
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scenarios such as loops, function calls, and execution-time
addressing. In loops, a memory instruction may access
different data memory addresses depending on the loop
iteration. In functions, memory instructions accessing the
local variables of a subroutine use stack frames, whose base
address depends, among other things, on the nesting level.
Regarding address computation, a memory instruction may
access a data-dependent memory address unknown at com-
pilation/static analysis time. With such added complexity,
calculating data hits and misses in the worst case analysis
is much harder than calculating instruction hits and misses.
Furthermore, previous studies show that around half of the
WCET comes from data accesses [24].
To the best of our knowledge, all WCET analyses of sys-
tems with data caches have focused on locality analysis for
specific cache organizations [20], but not on the data reuse of
the program. Essentially this means that a specific analysis
must be carried out for each specific data cache to test.
In this article, we propose a general method to obtain
safe data reuse information from a binary, independently of
the cache levels and data cache characteristics. Essentially,
we track the content of registers and memory in each part of
the program by means of Abstract Interpretation [7]. We use
polyhedra to obtain linear access patterns of data accesses,
suitable to be analyzed bymeans of thewell knownLoopNest
Data Reuse Theory [33]. This theory provides the mathemat-
ical procedures to extract (safe) reuse information between
memory instructions.
Although modern compilers perform source-code/inter-
mediate-code data access pattern analyses, they are not suit-
able for real-time systems. In a real-time context, any analysis
must be performed on the final stages or after the compilation
in order to take into account the possible code transfor-
mations due to optimizations or architectural features (e.g.,
array padding, vectorization, predicated instructions, etc.).
Also, a safe analysis is required, whereas compilers perform
analyses for the average case. Furthermore, analysis of library
calls is only possible by working directly on a statically
linked binary, as we propose. Existing WCET frameworks
do not perform a deep access pattern analysis. For example,
Heptane [13] and AiT [9] carry out an address range analysis
for each memory instruction, but they do not provide its
specific access pattern.
With our proposal, the reuse properties of each static
load/store instruction in the program are detected, inde-
pendently of the data cache. Essentially, this means that
each load/store is linked to the previous load/store access-
ing the same data (if any), and the reuse type they
present. The reuse type will determine the potential always-
hit/always-miss/first-hit/first-miss classical categorizations,
plus others much more detailed (e.g., 1 miss out of each
8 accesses). Then, a further analysis for a specific data cache
can be carried out to confirm these potential categoriza-
tions, i.e., for the selected data cache, test whether each
reusable cached line is not evicted before it is referenced
again.
Our approach has the following strengths:
• It is safe due to the correct use of Abstract Interpretation,
meaning that our method only includes situations of
guaranteed data reuse.
• Analysis is performed on binary code, enabling the anal-
ysis of binaries generated by different compilers and
optimization levels.
• The separation between the reuse analysis (as a property
of the binary code) and the hit/miss analysis (as the
exploitation of such reuse on a particular cache) enables
a much more efficient WCET analysis, since our reuse
analysis needs to be performed just once, and then apply
the detected reuse to as many memory architectures as
desired.
• Analysis is completely automatic and needs no manual
tuning.
As a proof of concept demonstrator, we have imple-
mented our proposal (available at https://webdiis.unizar.es/
gaz/repositories/polygaz using angr [25] and apron [16], and
apply it to TACLeBench [8], considering different compiler
optimization levels.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Relatedwork
is outlined in Section II. Section III details the core of our
proposal, which extracts the data address generation of each
load/store in the program as a linear function, if possible.
Section IV shows how to perform a reuse analysis to pre-
vious linear functions under the well known loop nest data
reuse theory. Our experimentation environment and results
are described in Section V. Finally, Section VI presents our
conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, all WCET analyses of systems
with data caches have focused on locality analysis for spe-
cific cache organizations [20], but not on the data reuse of
the program. Essentially this means that a specific analysis
must be carried out for each specific data cache to test. For
conventional LRU data caches, this may imply exploring
the explicit sequences of data accesses (e.g., [19], [31]), but
working in such detail would require an exponential analy-
sis time [2]. To avoid such a problem, Cache Miss Equa-
tions (CMEs) [11] or must/may analysis [10] can be used,
but these approaches present problems for non-perfectly
nested loops, accesses to unknown addresses, etc., and they
require a prior data access pattern analysis. Huynh et al.
showed that results of previous methods can be improved by
a scope-aware analysis regarding the persistence of contents
in cache [14]. However, they need a very specific compiler
for their prior data access pattern analysis [5]. Further, they
consideredwrite-through caches with a no-write-allocate pol-
icy to avoid the analysis of copybacks. This simplifies the
analysis, but conventional caches usually follow the opposite
approach, namely, write-allocate with fetch on write-miss
and copyback, which results in fewer memory transfers in
general [17]. A recent study on must/may analysis also
improves its precision, but it does not consider copybacks
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either [28].Moreover, all these previous approaches are based
on tracking the specific value of memory addresses, whereas
our proposal represents accesses as expressions and abstract
relations, so that reuse is marked when it can be asserted
that two data references access the same memory address,
independently of whether the address is known or unknown.
In order to determine hits and misses without knowing the
specific memory addresses accessed, a congruence analysis
has been proposed [12]. Such analysis uses Abstract Interpre-
tation with symbolic names, and determines whether accesses
are mapped to the same cache set/block, so they may obtain
hit/miss information even for accesses to unknown memory
addresses. However, this analysis still focus on an LRU cache
with a particular number of sets and ways, and it is no longer
valid if these parameters change. Compared to this study,
our proposal asumes a broader scope (whole memory), uses
a more precise abstract domain (polyhedra), and provides
equal or more precise relations than the symbolic names and
relations.
Alternatively to conventional caches, lockable data caches
could be used. A locked data cache is much easier to analyze,
and its WCET-aware configuration can be included in the
WCET analysis method [30], [34]. Still, the dynamism of
data accesses severely restrict the effectiveness of locked data
caches. Specifically, a locked data cache cannot exploit array
traversals in loops. Thus, such data accesses will be always
miss, unless the whole data structure is locked in the data
cache [29], [32]. CMEs [11] have been used to estimate
whether it is worth locking the whole data structure [29].
If locking is desired, extra code is inserted to preload and
lock the corresponding data, although this operation has costs
and the drawback of evicting a relatively large portion of the
cache. Methods specialized in the analysis of lockable data
caches focus on either temporal (e.g., [30], [34]) or spatial
reuse (e.g., [11], [29], [32]), whereas our proposal provides
both temporal and spatial reuse information.
Another alternative would be to use the predictable
Address-Cache Data-Cache (ACDC) structure, which can be
analyzed as easily as a locked data cache while providing a
dynamic behavior similar to that of conventional caches [24].
As all previous caches, it also requires safe reuse informa-
tion for its correct configuration, since the estimated hits
and misses depend on the detected reuse, and may affect
the WCET.
III. AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION OF DATA ADDRESS
GENERATION PATTERNS
A. ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION: OVERVIEW
The exact analysis of all possible memory access patterns of a
program is impractical. However, relevant information can be
extracted when doing the analysis at a higher level of abstrac-
tion. In this workwe resort to Abstract Interpretation [7], [10],
[12] to obtain reuse information from the memory access
patterns generated by the load/store instructions.
Abstract Interpretation is based on a Galois connec-
tion between a concrete domain and an abstract domain.
The abstract domain represents over-approximations of
subsets in the concrete domain. In our particular frame-
work, the concrete domain is defined by the set of vectors
(r0, . . . , rn−1) ∈ Wn representing the state of a program we
are interested in, i.e., all possible values of an integer register
file with n registers.1 The setW = {0, . . . , 2w−1} represents
all possible values of a register with a word size of w bits.
The abstract state of a program is represented as a set of
invariants that hold for the set of registers. In our case, we use
convex polyhedra to represent the elements of the abstract
domain as a set of linear inequalities of the form2∑
i∈{0,...,n−1}
ciri ≤ k, ci, k ∈ Z.
For example (Figure 1), let us consider a register file with
two registers. At a certain point of a program, the registers
can hold the values in set S (concrete states represented by
solid dots). The abstract state (shadowed area) represents an
over-approximation of S, e.g., the state (1, 1) also meets the
three invariants but does not belong to S.
FIGURE 1. Concrete and abstract domains in Abstract Interpretation.
Abstract interpretation guarantees that any safety property
holding in the abstract domain also holds in the concrete
domain. In particular, it will be used to find safe approxima-
tions of data access patterns by analyzing the contents of the
registers represented by the abstract states.
An Abstract Interpretation engine computes the abstract
states at each point of the program by iteratively visiting
the instructions in program order and updating the abstract
states until an equilibrium is reached. The computation starts
with all abstract states at ⊥ (empty). They grow until a least
fixed-point is reached that represents an over-approximation
of the concrete states.
The Abstract Interpretation engine requires a set of func-
tions to transform the abstract states during the traversal of
the program. The transfer function captures the semantics
of each instruction and transforms the abstract state before
the execution of the instruction into the abstract state after its
execution. An example is shown in Figure 2.
The control flow between basic blocks is captured by
the meet (union, u) and join (intersection, t) functions.
1For simplicity, in the general description of our proposal we disregard
the contents of the memory space, but Section III-E describes how they have
been included.
2Equality constraints can be defined by combining two inequalities.
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FIGURE 2. Transfer function for the instruction add r0,r0,r1.
Finally, widening (O) is a special meet function applied
at the back-edges3 of the loops to guarantee convergence
towards a fixed-point. We refer the reader to the theory of
Abstract Interpretation [7] for a more detailed discussion on
the calculation of the abstract states.
Depending on the desired precision, alternative domains
can be used for Abstract Interpretation. Section V includes
some discussion on these domains.
B. INTUITIVE EXAMPLE
Let us start with the example in Figure 3, which shows a
sequential access to the elements of a matrix A within two
nested loops. Assuming an int takes 4 bytes and the base
address for A (row-major order) being @A, the address for
A[i][j] is computed as:
addr(A[i][j]) = @A+ 200 · i+ 4 · j (1)
In general, @A can be either a constant, in case of a global
array allocated in the static region, or a register, in case it is
the parameter of a function.
FIGURE 3. Linear data access pattern dependent on the loop induction
variables.
A classical execution sequence for the computation of
addr(A[i][j]) could be as follows:
r4 = 200*r2; r2 stores i
r5 = 4*r3; r3 stores j
r6 = r4+r5;
r7 = r1+r6; r1 stores @A, r7=addr(A[i][j])
r8 = load r7; memory access
and the following linear invariant could be inferred from
the abstract state after the execution of the previous code:
r7 = r1 + 200 · r2 + 4 · r3
where r1 would hold the base memory address, and r2 and r3
would hold the values of i and j, respectively.
However, the interesting invariants for memory reuse anal-
ysis are often implicit and ‘‘hidden’’ in the representation
of complex abstract states, e.g., they must be obtained by
computing a linear combination of the explicit invariants of
the representation. On the one hand, code optimizations per-
formed by the compiler may transform the relations between
3Given two basic block nodes a, b from a control-flow graph, a back-edge
is an edge a→ b whose head b dominates its tail a [1]. All edges that enter
the loop header b from the loop body are back-edges.
registers, for instance by using the base address of a data
structure as the starting point of an induction variable, or by
increasing induction variables using steps different from
those in the source code. On the other hand, data held in regis-
ters are not only used for address calculation, thus obfuscating
the implicit relations required for memory addressing.
An example is shown in Figure 4 with an intermediate rep-
resentation of the code in Figure 3. The basic blocks are repre-
sented by boxes in the control-flow graph. The variables t1,
t2 and t3 are temporary registers used to perform arithmetic
operations for address calculation. Figure 4(a) shows the rep-
resentation after code generation, whereas Figure 4(b) shows
the final code after optimization. In this case, the variables
i, j, t1 and t2 are identified as induction variables. After
strength reduction, multiplications are replaced by additions.
The variables i and j disappear after dead-code elimination
under the assumption they are dead after the loops.
FIGURE 4. Induction variables and strength reduction.
Essentially, our proposal reconstructs the linear access pat-
terns, e.g., eq. (1), from the abstract states, and analyzes the
reuse of the memory space.
C. SCOPE OF APPLICATION
Our proposal can be applied to any program that does not
contain non-natural loops. Natural loops are those with a
single-entry node (header) dominating all nodes in the loop,
and with at least one back-edge going to the header [1]. Given
two natural loops, they are either disjoint or nested.
Roughly speaking, all loops derived from high-level state-
ments (while, for, etc.) are natural. Non-natural loops may
appear only in the rare case of using goto statements.
D. TRANSFER FUNCTION
The transfer function is associated to the execution seman-
tics of every instruction and defines the relation between
the abstract states before and after the execution of one
instruction.
We assume that instructions are composed of a sequence
of basic microoperations, each of them containing no
more than a single destination register and a unary/binary
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arithmetic/logic operation, e.g., ri ← rj + rk . This microde-
coding feature is present in tools such as angr [25] and
OTAWA [4].
Let us assume that sin and sout are the states before and after
executing a micro-operation I , respectively, and rdst is the
destination register of I . The transfer function for I modifies
rdst and maintains the values of all the remaining registers.
It is implemented by three steps:
• s′← sin ∩ {τ = Transfer(I )}.
• s′′← s′\rdst .
• sout ← s′′[rdst := τ ].
The first step creates a new state s′ with a fresh variable τ
and a new relation defined according to the semantics of I .
For example, if I is sub r3,r2,r5 then the constraint
τ = r2 − r5 is added. The second step eliminates the vari-
able rdst from s′, typically using a Fourier-Motzkin elim-
ination [15] for linear inequalities. Finally, the third step
substitutes τ by rdst in s′′.
For any instruction I of the form rdst ← rhs (right-hand
side), the transfer function is defined as follows:
Transfer(I ) =
{
rhs if rhs ∈ {ri, k, ri ± rj, ri ± k, ri · k}
> otherwise
where ri and rj represent source registers of the instruction
and k represents an integer constant. Notice that the trans-
fer function defines the relation τ = > when the instruc-
tion does not represent any linear relation between registers,
e.g., rdst ← r1 · r2. The symbol> represents the top value of
the abstract domain.
E. EXTENSION TO TRACK MEMORY CONTENT
Previous scheme performs a value tracking on registers,
which works well for most optimized codes. However,
non-optimized codes regularly perform register spilling and
reloading, which requires extending our tracking to memory.
We consider the memory as a large byte-sized register bank,
where each memory address is equivalent to a register name,
and the access type (byte, word, double word) determines a
set of consecutive ‘‘registers’’. With such a view, load/store
instructions are equivalent to mov instructions, with the
following two conservative exceptions: (1) a load from an
unknown address assigns > to the destination register, and
(2) a store to an unknown address assigns > to all memory
positions.
F. INDUCTION VARIABLES
Induction variables are those increased or decreased by a
fixed amount at each iteration of a loop, and play an essential
role in array indexing within loops. Some induction variables
depend linearly on other induction variables [1].
1) DETECTION OF INDUCTION VARIABLES
We exploit the use of Abstract Interpretation for the detection
of induction variables stored in registers within natural loops.
The following scheme is used. For every candidate r , a new
variable rprev is created to store the value of r at the previous
iteration. At the entrance of the loop header, the assignment
rprev = r is introduced. At every back edge of the loop the
assignment rstep = r − rprev is evaluated.
An induction variable is detected when the union of the
states that traverse all back edges of the loop fulfill that:
rstep = k, for some k ∈ Z.
Notice that this scheme is more general than the classical
structural methods for detecting of induction variables. It also
detects those variables with multiple assignments within the
loop that result in an constant accumulated value after all the
assignments, even in the presence of conditional statements.
2) ASSOCIATION OF LOAD/STORE ADDRESSES WITH
INDUCTION VARIABLES
Target memory addresses generated by load/store instructions
may be either constant (access to scalars), linear with respect
to an induction variable (sequential access), or non-linear.
Depending on whether the analyzed CFG represents each
function just once or once per call, stack accesses (relative
to the stack or frame pointer) will be non-linear or constant,
respectively.
During the Abstract Interpretation analysis, both the
abstract state at the load/store program point, and the variable
name (virtual or actual processor register) associated to the
target memory address are known.
For accesses to constant addresses, obtaining such value is
immediate by extracting its interval of values from the target
variable, and verifying that both upper and lower bounds are
constants and coincide.
For sequential accesses to arrays in a single loop, linear
expressions usually follow this scheme:
targetAddr = baseAddr + step · inductionVar
After detecting the induction variables and performing
strength reduction (as shown in the example of Figure 4),
the address calculation is reduced to a scheme like this:
targetAddr = targetAddr + step
where targetAddr is initialized to baseAddr before entering
the loop and step is a known constant at compile time.
In nested loops accessing multidimensional arrays, a dif-
ferent induction variable is typically used at each level. After
applying the optimizations for strength reduction, the result-
ing calculation has the following scheme for n nested loops:




where ti represents the induction variables (usually in regis-
ters) that store the corresponding offsets. These variables are
updated by increasing/decreasing their values by an integer
constant. In Figure 4, the variables t1 and t2 play the role
of induction variables for the two dimensions of the array A.
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If constant values for baseAddr and all ti steps can be
inferred, a precise linear access pattern such as the one in
eq. (1) is generated. If steps are known but the baseAddr
value cannot be inferred, the generated pattern will be impre-
cise, which will prevent group-reuse detection, as described
below. In any other case, the memory reference is considered
non-linear.
IV. DATA REUSE
In this section we describe the detection of data reuse based
on the information gathered from previous analysis. Such
information can be either a precise linear access pattern (con-
stant accesses, or sequential accesses with a known stride and
base address), a linear access pattern (known stride) with an
unknown base address, or a non-linear access pattern.
A. DATA REUSE FOR PRECISE LINEAR ACCESS PATTERNS
Our reuse analysis is based on loop nest data reuse the-
ory [33], briefly introduced below. Each iteration in a loop
nest corresponds to a node in the iteration space. In a loop
nest of depth n, this node is identified by its induction vari-
ables vector Ei = (i1, i2, . . . , in), where ij is the iteration
value of the jth loop in the nest, counting from the outermost
to innermost loop. Let d be the number of dimensions of
an array A. The reference A[Ef (Ei)] is said to be uniformly
generated if Ef (Ei) = HEi + Ec, where Ef is an indexing function
Zn→ Zd , the d × n matrix H is a linear transformation, and
Ec is a constant vector. Row k in H represents the linear com-
bination of the induction variables corresponding to the kth
array index. Since any data structure is mapped to memory
and memory can be seen as a single dimension space, Ef can
be transformed into an equivalent f (Ei) = Eh · Ei + c, where
matrix H has been transformed into a vector Eh and vector Ec
has been transformed into a constant c. So, c = baseAddr
and Eh is composed of the corresponding steps ti.
For each memory instruction with a linear access pattern
function, the next step is to recognize reuse among accesses of
the same memory instruction (self reuse) or among accesses
of different memory instructions (group reuse). As above, let
us outline the mathematical procedures provided by the loop
nest data reuse theory to detect such reuse [33].
Essentially, group reuse appears for two distinct references
H1Ei + Ec1 and H2Ei + Ec2 if H1 = H2 and Ec1 = Ec2. Although
other group reuse situations could easily be detected
(e.g., stencil codes such as ‘‘for (i=0;i<100;i++)
A[i]=A[i+1];’’), in this article we consider just iden-
tical patterns, since it is the most common group reuse
case. Hence, our process for group reuse detection for a
given load/store consists of testing whether there is another
load/store with the same access pattern with a dominance
relation (i.e., it always appears earlier in program order).
Regarding self reuse, it is classified as self-temporal, when
the same data element is repeatedly accessed in time (e.g.,
accessing repeatedly a scalar variable in a loop), or self-
spatial, when close elements are accessed following a partic-
ular pattern (e.g., traversing an array in a loop). Self-temporal
reuse happens when a referenceHEi+Ec accesses the same data
element in iteration Ei1 and Ei2, that is, HEi1 + Ec = HEi2 + Ec.
The solution of this equation can be obtained by applying the
kernel operation onH [33]. Self-spatial reuse can be detected
in the same way, but using a truncated H , with all elements
of its last row replaced by 0.
In the presence of caches, reuse arises among instances of
memory references if they target to the same data memory
line, not only to the same byte, word, or double word. So, tem-
poral reuse for scalars includes all loads/stores that access an
already accessed memory line. This already accessed mem-
ory line may be brought from memory by the same load/store
that reuses it (classified as self-temporal reuse), or may be
brought by a previous load/store not reusing it (classified
as first use). Arrays follow a similar classification. Short
self-spatial reuse represents array traversals with a stride/step
small enough that at least every other consecutive memory
access is serviced from the same data cache line, while
long self-spatial reuse represents array traversals with a
stride too long to guarantee hits in general, e.g., travers-
ing an array by columns. Group-temporal reuse represents
loads/stores with an access pattern function identical to an
earlier load/store, with such an earlier load/store classified
as either short or long self-spatial reuse. Figure 5 shows
examples of these categories.
FIGURE 5. Example of reuse classifications, assuming that scalar
variables are located at different memory lines and the compiler has not
optimized, except for allocating variable i to a register.
B. REUSE FOR NON-LINEAR OR IMPRECISE LINEAR
ACCESS PATTERNS
For linear access patterns with an unknown base address,
we have f (Ei) = Eh ·Ei+ c where c is unknown. This means that
self-spatial reuse can be detected, since detection does not
require the c value. However, a further hit/miss analysis on
such self-spatial reuse cannot provide the specific addresses
generating hits/misses, but only the hit/miss ratio. On the
other hand, group reuse cannot be detected with the data reuse
theory, since it requires the c value. Nevertheless, group reuse
can be detected from the Abstract Interpretation analysis. If
the two variables holding the target data address of the two
accesses to compare are identical, they present group reuse,
even if the the base address is unknown.
For non-linear access patterns, the data reuse theory is not
applicable. Nevertheless, group reuse can be detected from
the Abstract Interpretation analysis as above.
Figure 6 shows several examples for these data accesses.
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FIGURE 6. Example of reuse classifications, for non-linear and imprecise
linear memory accesses.
V. RESULTS
In this section we evaluate our safe data reuse detection
method. First, we describe the experimental framework and
benchmarks. Then, we study the reuse classification of their
data memory accesses.With this reuse classification, a simple
estimation on how much time they would take in the worst
case is computed, i.e. their contribution to theWCET. Finally,
we present the analysis times required to apply our method.
A. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK AND BENCHMARK
CHARACTERIZATION
The 33 benchmarks tested have been compiled with the
different optimization levels (-O0, -O1, -O2, -O3) with
gcc-9.2.1 for ARM, disabling thumb extensions, as previous
studies [22].We assume that loop bounds (flow-facts) are pro-
vided in advance, as in other frameworks (e.g., OTAWA [4]).
For each one of the binaries, this information has been manu-
ally set, carefully studying the effect of compiler optimiza-
tions. Nevertheless, existing loop bound analysis methods
could be used [6], [18].
Table 1 shows the benchmarks used in our experiments,
from the TACLeBench suite [8]. Recursion has not been
addressed in this work, so recursive benchmarks have been
discarded. We use angr (version 8.19.7.25) to extract and
process the CFGs [25]. It must be taken into account that
angr is in active development stage, and it may decode some
instructions incorrectly. In the cases that such errors result
in invalid CFGs the corresponding benchmarks4 have been
discarded. Functions in the CFG are not virtually inlined, that
is, in our analysis a function is associated to a unique sub-
CFG, and not associated to a specific sub-CFG instance for
each call it receives. So, we first process each node in the CFG
following a fixed-point algorithm, generating an abstract state
at each load/store instruction and the input/output abstract
states for each node. For the Abstract Interpretation analy-
sis, we use apron (version 0.9.10) with the polka (equali-
ties mode) polyhedra library [16]. That is, each update in
a register or memory address is translated to a call to the
apron library updating the specified data. Once the CFG is
completely processed, we perform another Abstract Inter-
pretation analysis to discover the registers holding induction
variables in loops. Results of both analyses are then combined
4adpcm_dec, adpcm_enc, ammunition, cjpeg_transupp, cjpeg_wrbmp,
cover, duff, epic, gsm_dec, gsm_enc, h264_dec, ndes, prime, petrinet, sha,
susan, and also bsort-O1, lift-O2, and lift-O3.
to generate access patterns. Finally, knowing the access pat-
tern for each load/store in the CFG, the reuse information is
generated. Figure 7 depicts this process as a flowchart.
FIGURE 7. Flowchart for obtaining load/store access patterns and reuse
information between them.
In Table 1, for each benchmark and optimization level,
columns under ‘‘Dominant loads/stores with exploitable
reuse’’ show the number of load/store instructions that bring
content with exploitable reuse from memory, for the first
time (i.e., with a dominant relation). They show both the
absolute value, and the percentage out of the total number
of static loads/stores for each optimization level (O0 to O3).
O0 usually contains unnecessary temporal variables that opti-
mizations remove, and hence column O0 in general presents
more dominant loads/stores than the other columns. In order
to provide a more realistic insight, accesses to scalars are
presented considering a cache line of 64 bytes (typical for
Intel and ARM L1 caches). So, a scalar access is assumed
to cache a whole memory line, and not only its accessed
bytes. Thus, all results in this section regarding scalars appear
as if they were grouped by their memory location in blocks
of 64 bytes. Columns under ‘‘Estimated accesses in the worst
case’’ show an estimation of the number of dynamic (account-
ing loop iterations) data memory accesses for each binary in
the worst case, as an absolute value for O0, and the percentage
in respect of O0 for optimized binaries. As can be seen, opti-
mizations markedly reduce the number of memory accesses.
Finally, columns under ‘‘Analysis time (s)’’ show the time
required to complete the analysis, in seconds, in a 3.20 GHz
Intel Core i5-4570 CPU with 16 GiB of RAM. Benchmark
test3 requires more virtual memory when compiled with O0
(134 GiB) and O1 (37 GiB). This benchmark overwrites
the same global variables many times from functions, but
optimization levels 2 and 3 remove most of them, reducing
very much the total number of memory accesses and the
required analysis time. For these binaries, and also formpeg2
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TABLE 1. Benchmark characterization.
compiled with O3 (77 GiB), a different machine has been
used. It is important to take into account that this analysis
must be seen as a proof of concept, and currently it is not
optimized. Nevertheless, notice that our analysis should be
conducted just once for each binary in order to extract its
reuse properties, independently of the data cache. Then, for
each specific data cache, a much more simple analysis on
top of our reuse analysis should provide the detailed hit/miss
cases. That is, test which reuse cases, from those provided by
our analysis, can be effectively exploited by the selected data
cache.
Figure 8 shows the number of dominant loads/stores with
exploitable reuse of Table 1, with benchmark ordered by
their value for O0. Such ordering provides an insight into the
data complexity of each benchmark regarding their reusable
data. As it can be seen, similar trends appear when applying
optimizations, although in general with lower absolute val-
ues. All figures in this section follow this ordering for the
benchmarks.
Despite the different absolute number of dominant refer-
ences among binaries, the percentage of dominant references
out of total references is rather homogeneous (around 12.5%).
B. REUSE CLASSIFICATION
In Figure 9, we present our reuse classification, as described
in Section IV, weighting each load/store by its maximum
number of executions in loops. Benchmarks are ordered as
above to provide an insight of their data complexity. The
different reuse types are separated by their associated data
access type (scalar, array, non-linear). The average case is
shown on the right. For each data access type, bar fill color
shows the specific reuse type detected. Types with darker
colors are prone to generate always hits, whereas lighter
colors would usually turn into misses.
Figure 9 shows that the compiler optimization level may
significantly change the amount and relative distribution
among reuse types. A plain compilation (O0) usually has
many temporal variables and replicated memory accesses,
as seen in Table 1, this increasing group-temporal reuse on
scalars. Optimizations remove these unnecessary accesses,
and hence the scalar bar is reduced with optimizations. This
can be seen in many benchmarks, specially in those on
the left.
Compiling without optimizations also hinders the detec-
tion of array accesses, which many times are classified as
non-linear accesses. With optimizations, sequential accesses
are easier to detect, as can be seen, for instance, in isqrt,
countnegative, and ludcmp. This is also reflected in the
average.
The full unrolling of loops with memory instructions also
affects reuse. When compiling with O3, the short stride
self-spatial reuse (array) in the affected loops disappears in
favor of group-temporal reuse (scalar). This can be clearly
seen in complex_updates, and in a lesser extent also in
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FIGURE 8. Absolute number of dominant load/store instructions with exploitable reuse.
matrix1, binarysearch, ludcmp, minver, and lift comparing
to O2. Unrolling can also produce other effects regarding
locality exploitation. For instance, filterbank processes two
8 × 32 arrays by columns, and when applying O3 the deep-
est loop is fully unrolled. So, this loop is substituted by a
sequence of 8 instructions for each array which individually
access the arrays by rows. Thereby, long self-spatial reuse
is transformed into short self-spatial reuse. Although short
self-spatial reuse is much better for the WCET, notice that
the opposite transformation would occur if these nested loops
were interchanged.
Regarding ‘‘Not reusing (scalar)’’ cases, in general they
represent a very small fraction of the memory accesses, with
deg2rad and rad2deg in O1, O2, and O3 being the most
clear exceptions. As it can be seen in Table 1, the number of
memory accesses when optimizing these benchmarks drops
to less than 0.5%, since 17 memory instructions in deg2rad
and 18 in rad2deg are removed from the only loop in each
benchmark. So, with optimizations O1, O2, and O3, the num-
ber of memory accesses is 25, 9, and 9 for deg2rad, and
24, 8, and 8 for rad2deg, respectively. Thus, the first time
they access each scalar variable, accounted as ‘‘Not reusing
(scalar)’’, is a significant percentage out of the few performed
accesses.
C. INTEGRATION IN THE WCET ANALYSIS
The methodology described above enables the safe data reuse
detection from data access patterns of load and store instruc-
tions. Such reuse information is valid for any data cache
hardware, since reuse is a property of the compiled code.
Depending on the data cache, such reuse may or may not
be exploited as cache hits. In general, this would require
an additional safe data interference/interleaving analysis on
top of our safe data reuse information, i.e., a persistence
analysis [14], although it should be straightforward:
• Memory instructions tagged as ‘‘not reusing’’ (scalar
and non-linear) should be accounted as unknown
(misses, if no timing anomalies are considered) in the
worst case.
• Loads/stores classified as ‘‘group-temporal’’ reuse
(scalar, array, and non-linear) would always hit,
unless the accessed content is evicted between reusing
accesses. Although such analysis is beyond the scope
of this article, it could be addressed by comparing the
the minimal life-span [23] of the target data cache to the
number of loads/stores between two data accesses with
reuse.
• Scalar accesses classified as ‘‘self-temporal’’ should
generate an unknown (miss, without timing anomalies)
for its first access in the loop, and hits for all other
accesses in the loop (assuming it is not evicted between
accesses).
• Array accesses classified as ‘‘short self-spatial’’ reuse
(e.g., a large array traversal accessing 8 elements per
cache line, sequentially) should generate a significant
hit ratio, depending on the element size, cache line
size, stride, and base address, again verifying that the
accessed content is not evicted between accesses.
• Array accesses classified as ‘‘long self-spatial’’ reuse
(e.g., an array of large structs where a single small field
per struct is accessed) should be considered as unknown
(always miss, if no timing anomalies are considered) in
the worst case (unless the cache is able to hold the whole
data structure, which would generate a hit ratio similar
to accesses classified as ‘‘short self-spatial’’ reuse).
In order to provide some insight into the application
of our proposal, we perform a simple rough estimation
on the execution time devoted to data accesses. For each
binary, we assume that all load/store instructions are exe-
cuted, each one weighted by the maximum number of times
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FIGURE 9. Percentage of reuse types found in each binary. Each load/store operation in the binary is weighted by its maximum possible number of
executions.
derived from the loop bounds. We count as misses those
accesses from instructions classified as ‘‘not reusing’’ and
‘‘long self-spatial’’ reuse, and as hits those accesses from
instructions classified as ‘‘group-temporal’’. We consider the
‘‘self-temporal (scalar)’’ reuse cases as one first miss, and
hits for the rest of the accesses in the loop. For the ‘‘short
self-spatial’’ reuse (array sequential accesses), we assume
a cache line able to hold 8 elements, resulting in one miss
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FIGURE 10. Rough estimation of worst case execution time devoted to data memory accesses in respect of an always-miss O0 binary.
out of 8 accesses. This would be equivalent to accessing
elements of type doublewith cache lines of 64 B (typical Intel
and ARM L1 caches). All these assumptions are reasonable
(in general more pessimistic than optimistic) for a general
application running on a system with just a small L1 data
cache.
Assuming the estimation of hits and misses described
above, Figure 10 shows the time devoted to data accesses
in the worst case, in respect of the always miss case for the
O0 binary. We consider a hit cost of a single cycle, and a miss
cost of 10 cycles. Higher values would improve the benefits of
a good reuse detection. Execution time of instructions is not
accounted. Hence, bars tagged as O0 show the execution time
reduction due to the estimated hits, and the remaining bars
also consider the reduction of the number of data accesses
due to optimizations. For each column, the mark × shows
the (unreachable) always-hit bound. With previous hit/miss
costs, for O0 the always-hit bound is 10% of the always-miss
by construction.
As it can be seen, the resulting times in Figure 10 represent
a very low percentage. Focusing on the results without opti-
mizations (O0 columns), worst-case times represent 27% in
average in respect of the always miss case. Considering the
previous hit/miss times, this corresponds to a data hit ratio
of 81%, with misses generally associated to non-linear data
accesses. Both deg2rad and rad2deg are exceptions, since
they present a data hit ratio of 99.7%. With optimizations
(columns 1, 2, 3) the time required for data accesses drops
to 6.5% in average. By optimizing the code, unnecessary data
memory accesses are removed, so in general there are far less
accesses, as already seen in Table 1. Also, the percentage of
accesses classified as non-linear is usually lower with opti-
mizations, since both data memory addressing and address
computations are simplified in the process.
D. ANALYSIS TIME
In this sectionwe study the analysis time required to apply our
method, both with polyhedra and octagon domains. It must
be taken into account that our analysis has been implemented
as a proof of concept, and currently it is not optimized. We
use apron [16] as our Abstract Interpretation engine, which is
reported to be slower than others [26]. Also, angr [25] runs on
python, an interpreted language that is usually much slower
than standard compiled codes.
Values in all previous figures and tables use the poly-
hedra domain for the Abstract Interpretation analysis. The
polyhedra domain is expressively richer than octagons (rela-
tions such as xi − xj ≥ k). So, octagons should gener-
ate less precise results (e.g., more non-linear cases), and
more data cache misses should be expected in the worst
case. However, after performing the equivalent analysis with
octagons, the obtained results (not shown) have been iden-
tical or with inappreciable differences. Hence, for the tested
benchmarks, octagons suffice for our methodology.
Figure 11 shows the analysis times using polyhedra (polka
equalities mode, as in Table 1), and also using the apron
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FIGURE 11. Analysis time, with horizontal lines representing 1 minute, 1 hour, and 1 day. Octagon experiments taking more than 1 day are not shown.
octagon domain. Since polyhedra are more complex than
octagons, polyhedra should require more computation time,
but it is not so for our analysis. The analysis time ratio
between octagons and polyhedra has a median over 5. Focus-
ing on polyhedra, O0 and O3 present similar analysis times,
whereas O1 and O2 require half the analysis time than O0 and
O3, in median. Although performance of numeric analysis
is out of our scope, possibly our analysis takes profit of
the sparse representation in the polyhedra library. On the
other hand, apron octagons use a dense representation, which
would be inefficient for our analysis.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we propose a general method to extract safe
data access patterns for the load/store instructions in a pro-
gram, and detect reuse between their accesses. Since data
reuse is a property of the program, such information is inde-
pendent from the data cache of the target system (LRU,
locked, ACDC, etc.). Depending on the specific data cache,
such reuse may or may not be exploited as cache hits. Thus,
our safe reuse information can be used as the basis for the
WCET analysis of systems with any data cache. Our proposal
analyzes binary code, does not require the exploration of
explicit data access sequences, provides both temporal and
spatial reuse information, manages references to unknown
addresses, and is completely automatic. It uses Abstract Inter-
pretation, tracking the operations carried on the registers and
memory. Such operations are transformed into relations and
data access pattern functions for the corresponding load/store
instructions, and then a reuse analysis is performed.
As a demonstrator, we have implemented our pro-
posal (available at https://webdiis.unizar.es/gaz/repositories/
polygaz using angr and apron. Apart from validating our
reuse detection method, we characterize the data accesses of
TACLeBench benchmarks for different optimization levels.
Further, we calculate a simple estimation on the worst-case
time devoted to data accesses for these benchmarks. Without
optimizations, our results show that the time devoted to data
accesses in the worst case is reduced to 27% compared to an
always-miss system. That is, our proposal guarantees a data
hit ratio of 81% in the worst case. With optimizations, such
time is reduced to 6.5%.
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